Standardization for transcriptomic molecular markers to screen human colon cancer.
Establishing test performance criteria for a transcriptomic colon cancer marker approach must be carried out in a standardized fashion in order tso ensure that the test will perform the same way in any laboratory, anywhere. Condition of sample preservation and shipping prior to total RNA extraction is critical, and we recommend preserving stool samples in an appropriate preservative and shipping them in cold packs so as to keep stools at 4 degrees C. It is not necessary to isolate colonocytes to obtain adequate RNA for testing. It is, however, important to obtain samples from both mucin-rich and non-mucin rich to have a good representation of both left- and right-side colon cancers. Employing a commercial total RNA extraction kit that contains an RLT buffer from Qiagen Corporation (Valencia, CA, USA) removes bacterial RNA from stool preparations and results in a high yield of undegraded RNA of human origin. Genes selected based on the enormous resources of NCI's Cancer Genome Anatomy project give good results. Primers for PCR should span more than one exon. Use of semiquantitative PCR, preferably with several reference housekeeping genes of various copy numbers, depending on tested genes, should enhance confidence in the quantitative results. Having standardized the testing conditions in our ongoing work, it is now imperative that a larger prospective randomized clinical study utilizing stool and tissue samples derived from several control and colon cancer patients, to allow for statistically valid analyses, be conducted in order to determine the true sensitivity and specificity of the transcriptomic screening approach for this cancer whose incidence is on the rise worldwide.